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1. Introduction

Let n be a positive integer, Sn be the symmetric group on X={1, •••, w},

T be the set of all transpositions in Sn and U=T(J {!}. A subset Z of Sn is
a I -code in Sn if UgΓ\Uh=φ holds for any distinct two elements £ and h in Z.

A 1-code Z in 5M is r̂/ ί̂ if Sn= U t/£ (see [1]). Let X™ be the set of all
g^z

ordered A-tuples of distinct elements of X. We consider the natural action
of Sn on X(k\ A subset Z of Sn is ^-transitive if the following condition holds.

For any x and y in X(k\ there exists some # in Z that moves #
to 3;, and the number of such elements in Z is a constant that is inde-
pendent of the choice of x and y.

In this paper we shall prove the following result.

Theorem. Perfect l-codes in symmetric group of degree n are k-transiΐive

for

From the above theorem we easily get the following corollary by counting
the number of elements of Z that move x to y for fixed xy y^X(k).

Corollary. If Sn has a perfect l-code then (2)+! divides [(w/2)+lJL

In [4] Rothaus and Thompson proved that if Sn has a perfect l-code then

( 2 )+l is not divisible by any prime exceeding \/~n+\. Their proof is based

on the theory of group characters. In this paper we will give a combinatorial
proof without using group characters.

Throughout this paper we assume that n is a fixed positive integer and
Sn has a perfect l-code Z. We shall use the following notations.

NOTATIONS
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G=Sn the symmetric group on X.
T: the set of all transpositions in G.
U=T\J {!}, wheie 1 denotes the identity in G.
Sγ : the symmetric group on a subset Y of X. We regard Sγ as a sub-

group of G.
τγ=τr\sγ.
Z: a perfect 1-code in G.
pκ=:\KΠZ\ for a subset K of G.
Xk : the set of all ordered Λ-tuples of elements of X.
X^=i(aly ..-, OeJ^kΦ^ if iφ;}.
For α= ..-, * A , & = , -., ft, in X™ and in G:

a(i)=(aly •••, a,-.!, 0t+1, •••, ΛA) for

a={aly •••, 0Λ} a subset of JY".

Proof of the theorem is based on the following equation.

Proposition. Let 0<k<n and α, b^X(k). Then

2. Proof of the proposition

Throughout this section we assume 0<k<n and a=(al, •••, #Λ), b=(bly

bk)^X(k\ We divide the proof into several steps.

Stepl. |[α;i]|=(n-ft)!.

Proof. If £e[>; *] then ^^=-i, for l^i^k and (X— s)^=^— &. Since
I X— a\ — \X—b\ =n—ky the number of such permutations is (n— k)\.

Step 2. [α;i]= U ([α;*]
ίe2rnσ"Cβ »fc3

Proof. We have G= U Ug since Z is a perfect 1-code. Then ^= U

Ug) for any subset K of G. If λe.Kn Ug, then A=^ for some we £7,
and g=uh&UK. This implies KΓ[Ug=φ when g<ξUK. Therefore we

- U (KΓiUg).

Step 3. C7[α; i] = U [Λ; to] .
«eιτ

Proof. Note that U\a; b\=[a\ b]U since ί7 is invariant under conjugation.
Since [a] b]g=[a; bg] holds for^eG, we easily get step 3.

Let Y = b = {bly ~ ,bk}. We divide U into three subsets.
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ϊ\ = {(ί, j)eT\ i, jeX- Y} U {1} ,

Then Z7= Γ, U Γ2 U Γ3 (disjoint). Also we set

F,.= U [a bu] (1£*£3).
βeΓ;

Step 4. Pi = [β; 4] .

Proof. If we TΊ then bu=b since w fixes all points in F.

Step 5. Vt = U ([β(f) δ(ί)]~ [« 5 *])

Proof. Take^eFg. Then £e[#; bu] for some weΓ3. By definition of
7*3 we have b{ u&X— Y for some /. Then aig=biu^pbi and £$ [a; b]. Hence
we have g&\a(i)\ b(i)]. To show the converse take any g&[a(i); b(ι)\—\a\ b].
Let u=(bh aig)<=T. Then αt £φ£, and aig&X—Y. This implies
Moreover aig=biu implies ̂  e [α έw]. Hence ̂  e F"3.

Step 6. If £€= F! then | [α; 6] Π C/^| - (n

 2*) + 1 .

Proof. We have | \a\ b] Π Ug\ = \ \a\ b]g~l Π U \ since right translation by
g'1 is a bijection on G. Since g^[a\ b] from step 4, [# i] jΓ^fα; i!?"1]=[e; α],

Hence | [Λ; 6] Π t/£| = | [α; Λ] Π t/| =(^n~k}+l since [α; Λ] Π U contains 1 and

all transpositions on X~a.

Step?. If£<ΞF2or£eF3then \[a\V\{\Ug\ = 1.

Proof. In either case we have g&[a b]. As in the proof of step 6 we
have I [α; b] Π Ug \ = \ [a; bg~l] Γ [ U \ . Let c=bg"l=(clJ ••-, ck). Then c^pa since
^φ]«; ft]. Hence tf, φ£, for some /. If u^\a\ c\ Π Z7 then aitf=ci and u=(ah £, ).
Since # is uniquely determined, we have | [a; c] Π U \ ̂  1. We also have [α; c] Π
C7Φφ since g&V2\jV3.

Step 8. +l Pvι+Pv2+Pv3 = (n-k)\ .

Proof. From step 1 and step 2 we have

Σ l[*;4]*esnσwι

From step 3 and definition of F, we have
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This implies

zn £/[α; *] - (zn vj u (Zn r2) u (zn FS) .

Then from step 6 and step 7 we get step 8.

Now the proposition follows from step 4, step 5 and step 8.

3. Proof of the theorem

We shall prove that pιa >, jt \=pικ ; d \ holds for a, b, c, d in X(k^ by induction
on k. We assume Q<k<(nβ) and the above equality holds for k—1.

Let a, b^X(k) and Y=ΰ={bly •••, bk}. Then from the proposition we
have

where r=( W 2 ) + ̂ ~^> ί== ί7*"" &)! — kq and ?=/>[<,(,•> ί(f )] Note that </ is

independent of #, b and ί by induction.
Then for ^SY we have

For simplification we write pg=pιa , ̂ ], then the above is

(1) rP'+P" = S

We regard (1) as a system of linear equations with unknowns pg

Then (1) has a solution

Since r and ί are constants which depend only on n and &, we must only show
that (1) has a unique solution.

Let Sγ={gι, '"ygm}j m=kl, and let D=(dij) be the coefficient matrix of

(1). Then

f r ifi=j

dέj = j 1 if ^f.t/ = gj for some ut=TY

( 0 otherwise

Now we consider the graph structure on Sγ defined by
"gi is adjacent to gj if giU=gj for some uξΞTγ". Let ^4 be the adjacency

matrix of the graph Sγ. Then D=AJ

ΓrE, where E denotes the unit matrix
of degree m. We must show that det(^4+r£)Φθ. By way of contradiction,
we assume that det(A-}-rE)=Q. Then (—r) is an eigenvalue of A. But the
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absolute value of any eigenvalue of regular graph cannot exceeds its valency

(see [3]). Therefore we have r^l ^ )• This implies rf—(2^+1)^+2^0 and

This is a contradiction.
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